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Abstract 
 
 
Rotating disk electrodes (RDE) provide a rapid, and reliable method of quantifying catalyst 
performance, however fabricating consistent RDEs require understanding of the role of fabrication 
parameters. The goal of this research is to identify the parameters that control the quality of a 
catalyst film and the role of these parameters that control the performance. To understand the role 
of environment, tests are conducted in ambient uncontrolled environments and in controlled 
environments. Catalyst film performance is measured with electrochemical methods. It was found 
that the uniformity of catalyst films directly affects the electrochemical performance when tested 
using RDE. The films that were dried in uncontrolled ambient conditions (temperatures, relative 
humidity) show inconsistencies in the film uniformity and catalyst performance (as measured by 
electrochemical surface area, mass activity, and specific activity measurements). These tests were 
also repeated using an environmental chamber that was designed to control relative humidity in an 
enclosed environment. The resulting catalyst ink films are consistent and repeatable when the ink 
drying process is controlled with optimized environmental parameters. The evaluation of these 
same measurements performed on the films dried in controlled environment showed that 
uniformity of film’s significantly improved all catalyst characterization parameters. Using the 
chamber developed during this research to control relative humidity, RDE films quality can be 
enhanced, resulting in enhanced performance. The environmental conditions have a significant 
impact on the film uniformity. It is postulated that the drying of the film, specifically evaporative 
removal of solvents from the ink has a significant impact, and this process can be controlled by 
controlling the temperature and the relative humidity.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells 
 
 
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that can convert fuel into electricity with high energy 
efficiencies. Fuel cells are highly efficient when compared to other energy conversion technologies 
such as combustion engines due to elimination of the thermal energy intermediate as fuel cell 
generates electricity from the electrochemical reaction of fuel and oxidizer. The electrochemical 
reaction occurs in the electrode, i.e. catalyst layer in the case of polymer electrolyte fuel cells 
(PEFCs), which typically consist of platinum supported on carbon, and ionomer. PEFC is a type 
of fuel cell one with high power density.  
PEFCs primary utilize hydrogen as the fuel. PEFCs are specifically considered for 
automobile applications (PEFC)[1] due to low temperature (~80°C) operation and generate no 
emissions unlike the current combustion engines that produces CO2 and pollutants, the only 
byproduct of hydrogen PEFC is water. The largest cost driver of PEFC is the catalyst utilized in 
the membrane electrode assemblies (MEA) to help accelerate the electrochemical reaction.  
Traditional catalysts for PEFC’s are platinum (platinum group) metal nanoparticles. 
Platinum is an expensive, precious metal that is often used dispersed on carbon nanoparticles and 
made into a solution which then can be fabricated into MEA along with the polymer electrolyte. 
Amount of platinum used in PEFCs has a direct impact on total cost, and there has been a large 
interest in decreasing the amount of platinum used. An additional problem with these catalysts is 
the durability. Particularly when a cell is exposed to high potentials, such as during startup and 
shut down, carbon support in the catalyst layer can oxidize. This leaves the platinum unsupported 
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and electrically isolated, and collapses the catalyst layer porosity, preventing oxygen from reacting 
all available catalyst sites. As a result, search for improved PEFC catalyst is continuing endeavor, 
however evaluation of these new materials on full scale fuel cells is costly and other methods are 
used to down select potential alternatives to find suitable performance and resembles how a fuel 
cell operates. In order to accelerate evaluation and development, researchers in the field of fuel 
cell studies uses a rapid, and relatively inexpensive method to test new catalysts that are used in 
fuel cells, called the Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE) method [2].  
Rotating Disk Electrode 
 
Background 
 
The RDE, is a hydrodynamic device used for the investigation of the reaction mechanisms 
affecting the gain and loss of electrons (redox) occurring in chemical reactions. The RDE was 
originally developed by Russian scientist Veniamin Grigorʹevich Levich, where he initially studied 
mass transport in a RDE [3] at the Institute of Electrochemistry in the USSR. For more than 8 
years his studies on RDEs were only known to Soviet researchers, later coming over to western 
countries in the 1960’s.  He theorized that RDE could be used to explore electrochemical reaction 
kinetics, which became the standard application of RDE testing in modern times. His theory on 
RDE shows that if the angular velocity is increased then the mass transport increases, and mass 
transfer rate is based on its rotation velocity. This basis also applies to kinetic control, where it is 
also dependent on the rotation rate. These test can be conducted in a series of voltammograms at 
different rotation rate using a system of electrodes, [1]-[4]. An RDE setup consists mainly of a 
three-electrode system, working electrode (RDE), reference electrode, and counter electrode seen 
in Figure 1.1. While there are other systems that consists of many more electrodes, they will 
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typically operate similarly to a three-electrode setup. For the system to work, it requires a setup 
that can control the rotation rate of the working electrode.  
 
Figure 1.1: Electrodes 
 
Figure 1.2 shows the setup that uses a rotator with a controller to control and perform tests. 
The RDE method uses a lesser amount of the catalyst than bigger and more expensive MEA testing 
of fuel cells. RDEs are used to analyze how well a catalyst perform in a controlled environment, 
prior to it being applied in a fully assembled fuel cell at a lower cost. They can control the 
electrolyte environment, dissolved gas concentration, all while operating in a known mass 
transport environment.  
  
Figure 1.2: Rotator System 
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Durability is a concern and one way to test durability on a small scale is using RDE. RDE 
gives the user a method to distinguish a good catalyst from a bad one and facilitates accelerated 
stress test (AST) cost-effectively. Durability is the ability to withstand contaminants, the start and 
shut down of the fuel cell vehicles, all while trying to maintain the same level of power 
performance from the moment it was new until the end of its life span. For this reason, fuel cells 
are not mass-produced due their durability and cost issues. Also, they are not as durable as internal 
combustion engine vehicles. Before a full-scale production of a particular catalyst 
structure/material is underway, RDE can be the medium in which they determine if the quality of 
the catalyst is up to the standard. RDE is a useful tool to down select catalysts. With RDE, catalyst 
tests can be performed at a lower scale and help manufacturers make decisions if a particular 
catalyst is suitable for production.  
RDE Challenges  
Although RDE’s can provide quick results, one common problem with them is the 
inconsistencies in catalyst performance during testing (including both tests to test variation, along 
with user to user variation). Some researchers use RDE while others use MEA. For testing, RDE's 
can be more cost effective than MEAs but due to its inconsistencies some researchers prefer to 
directly test the MEAs in PEFCs because its better representation of real-world performance. The 
researches that use are RDE uses them because they can also provide good results when they are 
properly developed [5], [6]. 
Addressing RDE Challenges 
 
RDE testing includes fabricating a thin film onto the glassy carbon surface [7]-[8]. RDE 
catalyst films are generated by making a catalyst ink solution that is applied to the RDE’s glassy 
carbon surface, then the electrode is spun at a predetermined rotational speed, which aides in 
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drying of the thin film[9]-[10]. The uniformity of the film is directly correlated to the RDE 
performance [5]. The process of producing these thin films is difficult to reproduce on a consistent 
basis due to environmental factors affecting the drying process. It is hypothesized that the RDE 
film is significantly affected by the environment during the drying, i.e. evaporative removal of the 
solvent. (For example, drying on a hot humid summer day versus a cold dry winter day result in 
varying quality RDEs). Eliminating the difficulty of reproducing uniform catalyst film is addressed 
in this thesis to assure that regardless of ambient conditions, RDE uniform films can be produced.    
During this research, a plan to fabricate consistent high yielding RDE films. This is 
accomplished by determining and controlling the parameters affecting the evaporation rate of the 
catalyst solution that is applied to the RDE during the fabrication process. One of the key 
approaches to find a suitable solution was to test both the impact of the environmental conditions 
and the impact controlling the parameters of the drying environment. The first approach included 
testing of the catalyst ink using the RDEs in an ambient environment. The second use an 
environment-control chamber to confirm the film quality in both cases.  
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methodology  
 
 
To prove that the environmental factors affect film quality and thus the RDE 
measurements, a chamber was built to control the environmental parameters. The design of the 
chamber will be discussed later in this chapter. To begin, the process of producing RDE films will 
be discussed.  
RDE Catalyst Solution/Ink Preparation 
 
To analyze the impact of ambient conditions and the effectiveness of the chamber design, 
a series of RDE experiments is performed. The first experiment is to perform catalyst ink drying 
and perform RDE measurements in ambient conditions, where the entire setup is open and 
exposed. Secondly, RDE ink drying will be moved inside a chamber before repeating the RDE 
measurements. In both cases the equipment used, and the experimental procedure is identical, and 
ink drying process becomes the only variable. Additionally, the specific ambient conditions 
(temperature, relative humidity) are varied to determine optimal drying conditions to produce 
uniform catalyst films.   
All RDE experiments made are based on a standard ink formulation prepared following the 
ink recipe by Kocha et. al.[11]-[12]. In this experiment for the baseline catalyst, 7.6mL of 
deionized (DI) water, 2.4mL of 2M isopropanol, 90μL of NafionTM, and 7.6 mg of 46% platinum 
supported on carbon catalyst (Tanaka Precious Metals, Tokyo Japan, aka. TKK) are required. A 
10mL glass vial with a lid is needed to contain and mix the solution. The first step is to weigh out 
7.6 mg of Pt/C. Once 7.6 mg Pt/C is obtained, it is carefully placed inside the 10mL glass vial. The 
next step is to add the 7.6mL of DI water, using an adjustable 1 mL pipette for more precision. 
Then the 2.4 mL of isopropanol is added, followed by the 90μL of NafionTM using an adjustable 
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10 μL pipette. Once the ink solution is made, it is closed tight, placed inside 50 mL flask with 
10mL of water, and sonicated in an ice bath for 45 minutes [13]. Using a sonicator, water is placed 
inside with ice to prevent the solution from heating during the sonication process. This procedure 
can be (and is) repeated for other types of catalysts such as the ones that contain titanium oxide 
and platinum-carbon [14]. The only thing that changes is the concentration of catalyst being used 
and the amount of NafionTM that the loading requires.  
The second step of the experiment, while the ink solution is sonicating, is to polish the 
glassy carbon surface of the RDE (Figure 2.1). All the cleaning equipment that is needed for the 
RDE are as follows; a polishing pad stone, polishing pad, Buehler 0.05μm alumina particles [15].  
and a bottle of DI water [18]. The polishing pad is placed on top of the polishing stone, and it is 
secured with an adhesive. Once the pad is placed, about 0.5mL of DI water is sprayed on top and 
then a pea-size droplet of 0.05μm alumina is applied. Using a figure-eight formation pattern, the 
RDE glassy carbon center is polished. The figure-eight pattern is repeated 240 times and then 
cleaned with DI water. Once the surface is cleaned, the glassy carbon disk surface is submerged 
and sonicated for 1 minute, while holding the threaded portion to prevent the disk from being 
damaged. After the sonication is done, it is cleaned with DI water once more and then dried using 
nitrogen, leaving a mirror finish at the end.  
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Figure 2.1: Working Electrode 
Figure 2.2 above, displays a closer view of the ink deposition. As the RDE is spinning at a 
rate of 100 rpm, a droplet of the solution is placed in the center of the RDE using a 10 µL adjustable 
pipette. All the catalyst used to make the films have the same loading of 20 μg/cm2 of Pt/C, in the 
droplet size of 10μL. Once the droplet is placed in the center glassy carbon, the speed of the rotator 
is increased gradually to 700 rpm and left there to dry for 30 minutes. After the 30 minutes of 
drying has passed, the RDE film is visible at the RDE glassy carbon surface seen in Figure 2.1. 
The film is expected to be uniform when the RDE catalyst solution dries into a thin film. At this 
point the films being made are in ambient environmental conditions, this led to a variety of film 
quality where various inconsistencies in the film drying process are found.  
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Figure 2.2: Ink Being Deposited to RDE 
 
Chamber Design and Environmental Control 
 
The RDE film uniformity is defined as having an even platinum distribution in the catalyst 
solution throughout the ink drying process. It also means that the thin film effectively has no bumps 
or anomalies that can negatively influence the overall performance of the catalyst RDE 
measurements. A uniform RDE film is critical because during the performance measurements, the 
current found over the potential region is affected by how uniformly the platinum is distributed 
along the disk glassy carbon surface. The film uniformity effects in RDE has been addressed in 
publications such as, [3],[5],[11]-[12],[16]. In each paper the researchers demonstrate their exact 
method of fabricating the ink, what rotation speed should be used for drying, and how the films 
uniformity is directly influencing the RDE’s performance. In S. S. Kocha’s publication [5], optical 
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micrographs of three films with different film quality are observed, the bad (with coffee ring effect 
[17]-[18]), intermediate, and good film are found in Figure 2.3. This optical micrograph illustrates 
the differences in film uniformity; bad film (a) has a uniform edge, the center is not covered 
smoothly, there are many empty spaces in between. The intermediate film (b) covers the center, 
but the edges of the disc are not fully covered on the ink. (c) a good film has a uniform distribution 
of the ink.  
 
Figure 2.3: Film Quality Chart [7] 
 
Numerous publications discuss how the ink is made without providing a method to make 
repeatable uniform films in the RDEs. Shinozaki et. al.-[12], shows the different results based on 
leaving the ink to dry while stationary and while rotating. These results demonstrate that rotating 
the disk electrode will yield better films. Ref. [14] however also shows that the performance varies 
and is never a consistent value, which can be related to the uniformity of the film when dried. This 
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work expands on the concept, exploring the environmental parameters (in the form of an 
environmental control chamber design) that influence drying parameters [7] and produce uniform 
films such that catalyst film drying doesn’t need to be done on a trial and error basis.  
The main feature of the chamber design is the ability to control relative humidity during 
the RDE film drying process. The chamber uses a chiller to cool (or heat, depending on ambient 
conditions) a saturator and heat the outlet flow line with a heated wire (to control temperature and 
prevent condensation). This type of chiller can increase or decrease the temperature by simply 
increasing or decreasing the water temperature inside the chiller. The temperature of the chiller 
maintains the temperature of a saturator used to control the water saturation pressure consistent 
with the required relative humidity, given that humidity can have an impact on the drying and 
quality of the film. To prevent condensation in the saturator’s heated line, a temperature controller 
is connected to the chiller and saturator via thermocouples to determine the temperatures and adjust 
as needed. They assure that relative humidity is kept constant when the ambient temperature 
changes throughout the day. The chamber was made of Plexiglas which is an inexpensive material 
and that is easy to be shaped into any form that is desired. A prominent reason for using plexiglass 
was for greater visibility, during catalyst ink deposition onto the RDE.  The chamber is small and 
compact enough to fit over the rotating shaft of the RDE assembly, with a removable lid to allow 
the researcher to deposit the ink while spinning.  
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Figure 2.4: Chamber Design 
The variation of  relative humidity is the specific parameter investigated in this thesis 
because of its influence on the evaporation rate of the ink [19]-[20]. To achieve this, the chamber 
was designed to have an inlet that allowed a gas such as N2 to flow into the chamber. Through 
multiple trials over different temperature conditions, the temperature needed for the chiller to keep 
the chamber at a constant relative humidity was obtained. The analysis performed was based on 
the temperatures in all types of weather conditions. This includes seasons such as fall, winter, 
spring, and summer. On average the fall, winter, and early spring ambient temperatures inside the 
lab are around 68-degree Fahrenheit plus or minus 2 degrees. In this research it was found that the 
ideal ambient temperature when drying ink in the open air is around 73.5 Fahrenheit, which is 
where the platinum-carbon ink usually dries best in order to make the best film. Similarly, in the 
study performed by Jian Zhao et. al. found that for the best drying conditions the temperature was 
most ideal at 73.31° ± 2.7° Fahrenheit [19]. An enclosed chamber was selected as it was 
advantageous to maintaining the optimal drying conditions because the temperature is maintained 
mostly constant, only varying if the external temperature changes drastically. It also allows the 
researcher to control and set the relative humidity. Because of the way RDE ink solution 
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evaporates, if left to dry in the open inconsistent humidity levels and temperatures can affect the 
overall film’s uniformity [19].  
To control the relative humidity inside the chamber a saturator was used to humidify the 
nitrogen that was fed through it absorb the necessary amount of water. The lab air rate change is 
estimated to be typically between 6 to 12 ACPH (air changes per hours). Lab air change rate 
calculations are as follows:  
Lab air change rate is between 6-12 ACPH 
Chamber volume:  
                                                                   ACPH =
60∗Qf
V
                                                         eq(1) 
Qf – Volumetric Flow Rate  
V -Volume (H × W × D) 
 
Chamber
3.5625"
3.625"
7.1875"
 
Figure 2.5: Chamber Dimensions 
 
V =  (3.5625 in)(3.625 in)(7.1875 in) = 92.82 in3 = 1.52 L 
This is used to obtain the flow rate of the nitrogen needed to flow into the chamber.  
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                                                    Qf =
ACPH∗V
60
=
12∗1.52L
60 min
= 0.30 
L
min
                                      eq(2) 
With 12 ACPH the volumetric flow rate Qf is approximately 0.3 L/min. Taking into consideration 
the loss of N2 when opening the chamber’s lid to deposit the catalyst ink, the N2 flow rate is set at 
1 standard liter per minute. This rate assures that the desired relative humidity remains constant.  
 As a result, the saturator was connected to a mass flow controller that was being fed N2 
from the inlet at a rate of 1 standard liter per minute to facilitate the proper air change rate in the 
drying environment. This rate was needed in order to maintain the relative humidity while opening 
the chamber to deposit the ink. When the chamber lid is opened, much of the relative humidity can 
escape, increasing the gas flow helps maintain the optimal relative humidity. Through the 
experimental analysis, the proper relative humidity is determined. The experimental section gives 
a closer look at the effects of varying the relative humidity. The saturator can be seen in Figure 
2.6, with all attachments pointed out. 
 
Figure 2.6: Saturator Setup 
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The chiller used provides heating/cooling, to maintain the desired temperature on the 
saturator. The chiller water lines are looped around the saturator to cool the water inside the 
saturator. Fiberglass insultation was wrapped around the water lines to maintain a constant 
temperature and minimize environmental temperature fluctuations that impact the saturator. A 
thermocouple was placed on the chiller to ensure that the chiller reading is accurate.  
The chamber setup is based on a few key components that allow the ink to be deposited 
into the RDE and produced uniform films. Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, below demonstrate the entire 
chamber, ink deposition, and relative humidity control setup.  
 
Figure 2.7: Chamber Setup 
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Figure 2.8: Ink Deposition Setup. Pipette Holder (Left), Pipette Holder Inside the Chamber 
(Center), Pipette Holder Applying Ink (Right) 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Heated Line Inlet to Chamber 
As stated in the chamber design and environmental control section, the RDE chamber 
conditions prior to ink deposition are as follows: 
Nitrogen flows into the saturator and then to the chamber where the RDE is rotating using mass 
flow controller  
• The gas flows through the saturator, picks up the water and exits into the chamber 
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• Mass flow is set to 1 SLPM 
• Using a chiller and saturator with outlet heated line 
• Chiller temperature is set at temperatures ranging from 7.1 C to 20 C which then 
goes a loop around the saturator cooling the internal temperature of the water 
•  When the N2 is flows through it picks up the water and then condenses when 
passing through the heated line set at 25 C 
For the chambers ink deposition, a design that yields consistent ink application was needed 
to have repeatable results. A 3D printed pipette holder was designed to be attached to the chamber 
in order to apply the ink in a consistent and repeatable way (shown in Figure 2.8). This design can 
easily be modified and reprinted if there are changes that need to be done based on the pipette tips 
dimensions. For the current setup the pipette is held more stably and thus provides the desired 
repeatability during ink deposition to an RDE. Figure 2.10 shows how the pipette is being held. 
For the ink deposition, the RDE is placed in the shaft of the rotator and the rotation speed is set to 
100 rpm following the same methodology as in ambient conditions. The samples are evaluated 
after the catalyst is dried and turned into a film.  
 
Figure 2.10: RDE Deposition Pipette Holder 
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Evaluation of Film Quality 
 
To explicitly characterize the film quality and catalyst performance in both ambient and 
controlled drying environment, a series of test are performed. Through experimental measurements 
the following three parameters are calculated:   
1. Electrochemical Surface Area (ECSA) – the electrochemically active surface area of platinum 
particles on the electrode. A higher amount of surface area provides more area to generate current. 
2. Mass Activity (MA) - The amount of current generated based on the mass of platinum on the 
film. 
3. Specific Activity (SA) - Amount of current based on the surface area of platinum in the film. 
Prior to the testing, it is crucial that the equipment being used is clean, specifically the cell 
glassware, reference electrode, and counter electrode, because contaminants can affect 
performance. The cell glassware Figure 2.11 can be seen below. 
  
Figure 2.11: RDE Cell Glassware 
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To begin the cleaning process of the cell glassware, DI water and perchloric acid are 
needed. The cell contains three different parts, glass cell, lid, and bubbler. All three are cleansed 
carefully and cleaned 10 times using DI water. After the glassware is cleaned with DI water, the 
next step is to clean it again three times with 0.1 M perchloric acid. After the perchloric acid 
cleaning is done, the cell is filled with perchloric acid to the visible line of the cell, identified by 
the red arrow in Figure 2.11. The next step is to clean the reference and counter electrodes using 
DI water and perchloric acid. They are both cleaned individually, 10 times using DI water and 3 
times using perchloric acid. Now at this point, the cell is placed on the testing station as seen in 
Figure 2.12. The fourth step in the RDE procedure purges the perchloric acid, which is done by 
flowing N2 gas through the bubbler to saturate the electrolytes for 30 minutes. Once the purging is 
finished, the cell setup is ready to be tested. 
 
Figure 2.12: RDE Test Setup 
 
During the testing of the RDE, the initialization requires the conditioning of the electrodes. 
This conditioning occurs after the N2 purging, where the working electrode, which is the electrode 
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with the catalyst ink, is rotated at 1600 rpm. This process sweeps the cycling potential from 0.1V 
to 1.4V vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode RHE at 500mV/s. This process is repeated for 100 
cycles. Afterwards, three test measurements are performed to characterize performance and 
durability. First is the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) measurement. The electrolyte is 
saturated with N2
 prior to the testing. For the ECSA the scanning potential is set from 0.025V to 
1.0V vs. RHE at 20mV/s. This process is repeated for 3 cycles, where the third curve is used to 
calculate the ECSA. The second test is to measure the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) limiting 
current [21]. After the ECSA test, the next step is to purge the perchloric acid with O2 for 30 
minutes, and then test for ORR. The scan potential is set from 0.01V to 1.0V vs. RHE at 20mV/s. 
This is used for the N2 background correction and solution resistance.  
The ESCA is calculated by calculating the minimum potential selected just above the 
potential of H2 evolution [5],[22], on the reverse scan of the cyclic voltammetry (CV). In this CV 
scan, the peak that occurs at the 0.14 V mark, it is known as the hydrogen absorption peak and is 
seen in Figure 2.13. The area is calculated in reverse from the double layer at 0.4 V to the 0 mA/cm2 
current density point, which the path can be seen in Figure 2.13. The units of the ECSA are reported 
in units of m2/g.  Calculating the electrochemical surface area (ECSA):  
                                                   ECSA =
QECSA
n∗LPt∗qPt
(
m2
g
)                                                eq(3) 
Where QECSA is the integrated charge associated with the reaction in units of (C), LPt is the Pt 
loading with units of (
mgPt
cm2
), qPt is the Pt charge with units of  (0.210 
mC
cm2
), and the scan rate in 
units of (
V
s
). The voltage range for the ECSA calculation taken from the reverse scan from 
0.025V≤V≤0.400V. 
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The MA comes from the ORR scan and is calculated by dividing the current density by the 
platinum loading [2], [5],[6] ,[11],[23],[24]-[41], where the current density has units of mA/cm2, 
and the platinum loading has units of mg/cm2. The final units of MA are in mA/mg. Calculating 
mass activity (MA): 
                                                  MA =
(Ilimit)(I)
(Ilimit)−(I)
 
LPt
(
mA
mg
)                                                   eq(4) 
Where the Ilimit is the limited current @ 0.3V and I is the current @ 0.9V. 
The SA is calculated by dividing the MA by the ECSA. In this case, the ECSA is in units 
of cm2/mg for this case, MA is in mA/mg, and we want the SA to be in terms of μA/cm2. To get 
the SA to have units of μA/cm2, the result from MA/ECSA is multiplied by 1000, which turns the 
milliamp units into micro amps. These units are what the typical publications in this type of 
research would report. Calculating specific activity (SA): 
                                                   SA =
MA
ECSA
∗ 1000 (
μg
cm2
)                                                   eq(5) 
Where the ECSA is converted from (
m2
g
) to (
cm2
mg
). 
 
In Figure 2.13, the cyclic voltammetry curve shows the CV of RDE’s with good, 
intermediate, and bad films. It can provide a good comparison to the tests that ran. This model is 
the basis to determine which RDE films that perform best. A good sample of ORR; Figure 2.14 
shows the anodic sweep from 0.02 V to 1 V. Figure 2.14-2.15. illustrates good and bad films ORR 
performance. 
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Figure 2.13: Cyclic Voltammetry Layout [5] 
 
 
Figure 2.14: Good Film Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) 
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Figure 2.15: Bad Film ORR 
 
To summarize, all samples tested have a platinum loading of 20µg/cm2 with a solution ratio 
of 46% platinum to carbon from TKK. The cell temperature operated at 20 degrees Celsius using 
an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. This is the optimal temperature to run the cell because it yields 
the best possible results in the current setup. After numerous tests for different conditions, an 
analysis is performed, and the results are evaluated for both ambient and chamber dried films.  
 
Film Uniformity Determination Method 
 
In addition to the performance results, an examination of the pixel intensity histograms is 
conducted to further determine the RDE film’s uniformity. A histogram analysis of the circular 
cross-section of the RDE film is performed, and the standard deviation of the pixel intensity is 
obtained. Low standard deviation indicates a better RDE film distribution on the glassy carbon 
surface, while a higher value refers to greater variations in the film spread. This is attained by 
taking optical images of the RDE film using a metallurgical inverted microscope (Figure 2.16). 
The microscope “has both the light source and condenser set up high above the stage and pointing 
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down toward the stage, while the objectives and objective turret are located beneath the stage 
pointing up” [25]. The pipette holder in Figure 2.8 has a multipurpose use, it can also be used for 
holding an RDE when inverted. A 3D printed attachment is added to the pipette holder where the 
RDE treads into. It is then placed on the inverted microscope and images are obtained. After 
obtaining the images, they are converted to an 8-bit image in the grey scale using ImageJ.  
 
Figure 2.16: Metallurgical Inverted Microscope [25] 
 
Alternative Film Uniformity Determination Methods 
 
Although pixel intensity histograms were primary use to determining the RDEs film 
uniformity in this research, there are three other methods that can be use as well. For example, 
tactile pressure indicating sensor films (pressure paper), which can have pressure sensitivities as 
low as 0.05 MPa. The pressure is detected by color density, which on an RDE the unevenness on 
the surface pressure distribution can be observed. Another method to check for film unevenness is 
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging with energy dispersive x-ray analysis with 
energy dispersive x-ray analyzer (EDAX). EDAX is used to provide the elemental identification 
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and composition of the material. For RDE, SEM can be used to map the entire RDE glassy carbon 
surface and determine the RDE films uniformity by looking at the platinum distribution as 
illustrated by Figure 2.17. The last method using a profilometer analog or optical. This tool is used 
to measure the surface profile, which can measure the surface roughness. For RDE it is used to 
determine the uniformity of the film based on how smooth the surface roughness is. 
 
Figure 2.17: SEM RDE Film Distribution 
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Chapter 3 RDE Films Test Results- Ambient & Controlled Environment  
 
The ambient RDE film drying and testing procedure methodology is found in publications 
by Shyam S. Kocha [5], Kazuma Shinozaki [11]-[15],[23], Y. Garsany [30], and other researchers 
found in the Ref. section [40-74]. The full details of their studies and results can be further 
examined following the references in Ref. section. The ambient dried films made during this 
research were not as good as other publication’s reporting. To begin, in the Shyiam. S. Kocha 
publication [7], a good CV curve is based on the RDE’s film quality, as shown in Figure 2.13 
found in Chapter 2. The ECSAs range expected based on their results are as follows; for a bad film 
is 42 m
2
/g, intermediate 57 m
2
/g, and good 61 m
2
/g. In Y. Garsany’s publication [30], the MA and 
SA reported are what they consider good film quality performance. They are as follow; MA ranges 
from 275 ± 27 mA/mg, and SA ranges from 275 ± 28 µA/cm
2
. The CV found in Figure 3.1 should 
represent what has been found for both ambient and chamber made RDE films performances, but 
this is not what was found for ambient dried RDE performance.  
 
Figure 3.1: Cyclic Voltammetry Scan Curve 
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Ambient Results 
 
All samples tested are from the same batch with TKK 46% Pt-C ratio, with the same 
platinum loading of 20µg/cm2. Theoretically all samples should perform the same, however when 
drying the RDE films in ambient conditions the performance is not as good as what other 
researchers are reporting. Figure 3.2 shows the CV of an ambient dried RDE film and the film 
uniformity. The CV current density is much less than that found in Figure 3.1. This sample does 
not display a uniform deposited film. Other samples dried in ambient conditions show similar film 
quality, but the results varied from sample to sample.  
 
Figure 3.2: Ambient Dried Sample 1 RDE Film and CV 
 
The same decreased performance can be seen in the oxygen reduction reaction as it is 
illustrated in Figure 3.3 below. The curve is not in the same current density as the samples done in 
a controlled environment.  
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Figure 3.3: Ambient Dried Sample 1 ORR 
 
The ambient dried RDE sample 1 performance is significantly low as is seen in Table 3.1 
below. The ECSA is less than the performance of a bad film reported by Shyam. S. Kocha [7].  
Mass activities are also drastically low and so is the specific activity. The next set of samples 
display a variation in performance as well and further illustrate that ambient drying performance 
is not ideal.  
Table 3.1. Ambient Dried RDE Sample 1 Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm
2
 ECSA (m
2
/g) MA (mA/mg) SA (µA/cm
2
) 
Ambient 1 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
36.55 26.09 71.37 
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 Another sample of bad performance can be seen in Figure 3.4. Sample 2 CV peaks are 
displaying a low peak current density. As in the ambient sample 1, the CV in this sample shows 
inconsistencies. The film uniformity is uneven through most of the glassy carbon surface. Most of 
the ink distribution is on the outer edges and the center is missing most of the ink. The performance 
of ambient dried films is theorized to be affected by the environment.   
 
Figure 3.4: Ambient Dried Sample 2 RDE Film and CV 
 
Figure 3.5 displays the ORR activity for ambient sample 2. It displays a lower activity than 
the sample 1 ORR, which indicates that it has a low current density. Sample 2 ECSA, MA, and 
SA performance are shown in Table 3.2. When compare to the bad film values reported by [7], the 
values are considerably lower, for measurements including ECSA, MA, and SA.  
 
Figure 3.5: Ambient Dried Sample 2 RDE Film ORR 
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Table 3.2. Ambient Dried RDE Sample 2 Film Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm
2
 ECSA (m
2
/g) MA (mA/mg) SA (µA/cm
2
) 
Ambient 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
29.15 49.31 169.14 
 
The previous two samples show that ambient dried films are unreliable and inconsistent. 
So far, RDE produces random performance, the repeatability is questionable. In Figure 3.6, the 
film quality is bad, the center area is mostly full of patches without ink, most of the surface is 
bumpy, and the outer edges of the disk does not have much ink. As a result, the CV is negatively 
impacted, and the current density is low and again not comparable to what the reported standard 
is. The ORR in Figure 3.7 shows the inconsistent performance obtained from a bad RDE film.    
 
Figure 3.6: Ambient Dried Sample 3 RDE Film and CV 
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Figure 3.7: Ambient Dried Sample 3 RDE Film ORR 
 
The ECSA obtained from this sample is around the reported value for a bad film, seen in 
Table 3.3. The MA and SA are well below the reported values. The combined ORR from the 
ambient dried samples is seen in Figure 3.8, presenting the differences between all their activities 
and the variability of the performance.  At this point is clear that a different drying method is 
needed to improve the quality of the film, thus improving the performance.  
 
Table 3.3. Ambient Dried RDE Sample 3 Film Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm
2
 ECSA (m
2
/g) MA (mA/mg) SA (µA/cm
2
) 
Ambient 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
41.91 33.76 80.56 
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Figure 3.8: Ambient Combined ORR 
 
The question arises, what parameter is affecting the quality of these films and why is the 
performance bad? To answer that question, many tests were run to control how the films dried. 
Eventually a chamber was made to control the relative humidity. During the film development, 
through trial and error it was found that varying the relative humidity provided intermediate films, 
but when set at a set point, the films became repeatable. The film uniformity is affected by what 
relative humidity value is set. High relative humidity led to the coffee ring effect [17]-[26], where 
most of the catalyst was pushed to the outer edge of the glassy carbon disk surface, and  low 
humidity led to having most of the ink in the middle of the disk. The next section of this chapter 
discusses that when the right relative humidity is set, the quality of the film is uniform, and the 
performance is enhanced.  
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Relative Humidity Control Results 
 
As for the previous section, all samples tested were prepared using the same batch, using 
the same loading to eliminate any difference in the catalyst. In sample 1, the film uniformity is 
smooth and even throughout the entire glassy carbon disk surface and its CV performance is seen 
next to it. A uniform film has excellent performance as is seen in the CV next to the RDE.  
Figure 3.9: Sample 1 Film Uniformity and CV Performance 
Based on the film uniformity, the most ideal condition to dry RDE films is in the chamber. 
The CV curves, in this case are of higher density overall. Higher peaks provide higher ECSA 
values. Figure 3.10 has a graph containing the ECSA, MA, SA in one chart, with the second graph 
is that of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).   
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Figure 3.10: Sample 1 ECSA, MA, SA, & ORR Performance 
 
As can be seen, Table 3.4 below the ECSA, MA, and SA are signs of good performance 
when compared to samples reported to have good film quality.  The MA and SA are much higher 
now in comparison with the ambient dried films. 
Table 3.4. Sample 1 ECSA, MA, & SA Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm
2
 ECSA (m
2
/g) MA (mA/mg)
 
SA (µA/cm
2
) 
Sample 1 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
69.18 314.68 454.88 
 
As sample 1 above, sample 2 found in Figure 3.11 displays a uniform film throughout the 
entire glassy carbon surface showing the consistencies of the chamber relative humidity control. 
Its CV performance is good and the current density peaks are high as expected for a good film 
performance. The Samples 2-5 also show similar performance and film uniformity. At this point 
the RDE films become repeatable and uniform throughout. 
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Figure 3.11: Sample 2 Film Uniformity and CV Performance 
 
 
Figure 3.12: Sample 2 ECSA, MA, SA, & ORR Performance 
 
Table 3.5. Sample 2 ECSA, MA, & SA Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm2 ECSA (m2/g) MA (mA/mg) SA (µA/cm2) 
Sample 2 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
59.1 447.34 756.92 
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Figure 3.13: Sample 3 Film Uniformity and CV Performance 
 
Figure 3.14: Sample 3 ECSA, MA, SA, & ORR Performance 
 
Table 3.6. Sample 3 ECSA, MA, & SA Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm2 ECSA (m2/g) MA (mA/mg) SA (µA/cm2) 
Sample 3 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
69.42 471.02 678.54 
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Figure 3.15: Sample 4 ECSA, MA, SA, & ORR Performance 
 
 
Figure 3.16: Sample 4 ECSA, MA, SA, & ORR Performance 
 
Table 3.7. Sample 4 ECSA, MA, & SA Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm
2
 ECSA (m
2
/g) MA (mA/mg) SA (µA/cm
2
) 
Sample 4 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
65.2 287.51 440.99 
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Figure 3.17: Sample 5 Film Uniformity and CV Performance 
 
Figure 3.18: Sample 5 ECSA, MA, SA, & ORR Performance 
 
Table 3.8. Sample 5 ECSA, MA, & SA Performance 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm
2
 ECSA (m
2
/g) MA (mA/mg) SA (µA/cm
2
) 
Sample 5 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature 
Ag/AgCl Reference Electrode 
71.36 448.75 628.87 
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All the previous samples were made in the chamber and the film uniformity was consistent 
throughout all the samples. They all perform similarly as can be seen in their cyclic voltammetry. 
When comparing the performance of each of the samples, a constant trend is seen in all the 
electrochemical surface areas, mass activities, & specific activities. They are closed to one another. 
This can also be seen in the combined ORR performance.  
 
Figure 3.19: Chamber Combined ORR 
 
All chamber made RDE films tested were fabricated at 28% relative humidity. Figure 3.20 
and Table 3.9 below, contain the ambient and chamber dried RDE combined results. Those RDE 
films dried in the chamber with a controlled relative humidity show significantly better 
performance compared to ambient dried.  The performance results overall for the samples that 
were dried in the chamber are consistent and repeatable. The performance values found in this 
work are comparable to those in Table [27], Below is Table III as reference for their obtained 
results.  
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Reference Table III from [27], with work from[10]–[15],[16], [28], [29] 
 
Table 3.9. Chamber Dried and Ambient RDE Films Combined Results 
Samples with Loading of 20 µg/cm2 
46% Pt/C @20C Cell Temperature Ag/AgCl 
Reference Electrode 
ECSA 
(m2/g) 
MA 
(mA/mg) 
SA 
(µA/cm2) 
Sample 1 69.18 314.68 454.88 
Sample 2 59.1 447.34 756.92 
Sample 3 69.42 471.02 678.54 
Sample 4 65.2 287.51 440.99 
Sample 5 71.36 448.75 628.87 
Ambient 1 36.55 26.09 71.37 
Ambient 2 29.15 49.31 169.14 
Ambient 3 41.91 33.76 80.56 
Similar performance by other research, can be found in the reference section. [7],[12]-[15], [16], 
[23],[30]-[32]. 
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Figure 3.20: Combined Performance Chart. Sample 1-5 Dried in Chamber @ 28% Relative 
Humidity 
 
Effects of Relative Humidity on Film Quality 
 
RDEs dry uniformly when the relative humidity is held constant. The rest of this section 
discusses how RDEs dry when relative humidity is varied. Chiller temperature is set to 17°C (RH 
0.68 / 68%) During Ink Drying Process vs at 7.1°C (RH 0.28 / 28 %). The RDE that is on the left 
side seen in Figure 3.21 is bumpy and not a smooth uniform film, as a result the performance is 
greatly negatively impacted. 
 
Figure 3.21: RDE Films Dried in RH 68% Left vs. RH 28% Right 
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Figure 3.22: Performance Comparison – CV and ORR RH68% Left vs. RH 28% Right 
 
The reverse scan on the CV curve on the left is much smaller in comparison to the reverse 
scan from the CV curve on the right. This is the case because the platinum in the disk is not evenly 
distributed as determined by the RDE films uniformity [12]. 
In this comparison, to verify that the relative humidity changes can affect the RDE films 
uniformity the chiller temperature was changed to 12 °C making the overall relative humidity 
inside the chamber 48%. At this RH it can be seen in Figure 3.23 that the uniformity is getting 
better and fewer bumps are seen in the overall disk radius. In comparison the sample on the right 
was dried at a relative humidity of 28% and is consistently uniform through the entire surface. 
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Figure 3.23: RDE Films Dried in RH 48% Left vs. RH 28% Right 
 
The next set of samples were dried in the same conditions. The chiller was set at a 
temperature of 7.1 °C with an overall relative humidity of 28%. In both RDE’s the film is uniform 
throughout the entirety of the carbon surface. There are no bumps or any coffee ring effect [12]. 
This implies that the chamber design yields high quality repeatable consistent films which are 
proven in these comparisons. 
 
 
Figure 3.24: RDE Samples Dried at the same RH 28% 
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Film Uniformity Histogram 
 
To further understand the quality of RDE film uniformity, ImageJ image processing 
software, was used to examine the pixel intensity histogram of a films dried at 28% and 48% 
relative humidity. A third histogram was performed on an RDE produced under ambient non-
controlled conditions. These histograms were measured using 8-bit grey scale images. The carbon 
glassy surface was scanned, shown in Figure 3.25 below, it has a uniform film distribution. 
Standard deviation is one metric to examine RDE film quality, where lower standard deviation is 
indicative of higher RDE film quality on the glassy carbon surface (more uniform catalyst 
distribution), while a higher value refers to greater variations in the catalyst distribution. Figure 
3.25, RDE sample has a standard deviation 2.811, indicating a high uniformity of catalyst 
distribution. 
 
Figure 3.25: Chamber Dried Uniform Film RDE at 28% RH with Histogram 
 
 
The chamber dried non-uniform RDE film shown in Figure 3.25, it has many bumps in the 
surface can be observed across the carbon surface of the RDE. In the histogram graph it shows that 
the standard deviation is 8.679, implying is not uniform and there are many areas where the catalyst 
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did not spread evenly. Figure 3.26 also shows the histogram graph of the chamber dried non-
uniform.  
 
Figure 3.26: Chamber Dried Non-Uniform Film RDE at 48% RH with Histogram 
 
In Figure 3.27 the ambient dried RDE film can be seen. The uniformity is bad as many 
bumps can be seen and a coffee ring-like structure is present at the edge of the disk. The histogram 
of the ambient dried RDE film is seen next to the film. The standard deviation is 9.247, which is 
significantly worse than the uniform film.  
 
 
Figure 3.27: Ambient Dried Non-Uniform Film RDE with Histogram 
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The most important factor was relative humidity which controls the evaporation rate of 
water and isopropanol and ultimately controls the films uniformity. Overall, the chamber results 
are repeatable, which is the key to characterizing RDE catalyst ink adequately. Most publications 
describe their results but fail to let the reader know what parameters are affecting the film drying 
process. With the setup made in this research, the films are made uniform consistently and 
provide excellent performance.  
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Chapter 4 Conclusion 
 
A known issue with PEMFC performance testing, is that there are two different ways to 
test the quality of a catalyst. This test is done through either MEA direct testing or RDE. The MEA 
tests are expensive and for that reason RDE is used, to down select the best performing catalyst, 
which allows for the same test to be made but on a smaller scale. As a result, it is less expensive 
and more manageable to work with RDE. The problem with RDE is that the performance during 
testing relies on how good the catalyst is and how uniform it is when it dries. The process of 
making the RDE films can be difficult if the right conditions are not met. There are many 
publications on how to make catalysts and ways to make rotating disk electrode films that can 
yield good results. A common problem is that in order to continuously obtain good films the 
conditions in which the films dry need to be controlled. Many publications fail to explain the 
parameters affecting film quality and that if the problem is not addressed, the results can be random 
and not repeatable.  
During this research, many different approaches were tried in order to eliminate the 
randomness of producing RDE films. Some films were bad while others would yield good uniform 
film with good performance. It is known and published by many researchers that film uniformity 
is directly correlated with the catalyst performance. Making a chamber capable of controlling these 
parameters was the goal of this research. It was found that the most important factor was relative 
humidity. It was the most influential parameter affecting the quality of the RDE films.  
Through experimental trials of rotating disk electrode performance, the films dried at a 
relative humidity of 28% provided the best uniformity and most consistent performance overall. 
When the same trials were done in different relative humidities they provided consistent results. 
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Depending on what relative humidity was set, the film uniformity and performance were affected. 
High relative humidity leads to having a coffee ring effect where most of the catalyst dried on the 
edge of the disk. While low to no relative humidity led to having most of the center of the disk 
covered but without catalyst at the edges. These films were not uniform, and the performance was 
significantly worse than those with a uniform film. When RDE films were dried in ambient 
conditions, the film uniformity was the worst out of all the other conditions. The performance was 
worse, and it was evident that the best way to make repeatable films was using the chamber with 
controlled conditions. With the data obtained from this research, it was clear that the problem of 
the RDE films drying uniformity was addressed by controlling the relative humidity which controls 
the evaporation rate of water.  
There is an understanding that relative humidity affects the ink drying process. When 
relative humidity is set at the optimal percentage, it makes uniform RDE films. For a future work 
suggestion, the phenomena of the drying process can be expanded upon to further study the physics 
of what is occurring during the evaporation of both water and isopropanol.  
 
Future Work  
 
 
Further investigation can be done to fully analyze the phenomena occurring during the 
drying process of the catalyst ink. So far it is understood that the parameters affecting the 
evaporation rate of the solvent is the relative humidity and it is directly affecting the film’s 
uniformity. Other parameters, such as rotation are held constant and have no significant effect as 
long as they are untouched. Originally when this research began, the films were dried in ambient 
conditions where the environment was affecting the drying process each time. This meant that the 
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uniformity of the films varied in each individual fabrication process. To eliminate the 
inconsistencies a chamber was designed and built to address this issue. To increase the evaporation 
rate, the concentration in the bulk was decreased which showed that the solvent evaporated faster 
and resulted in better films. The experimental data shows that the humidity has an impact on how 
the films dry. One hypothesis is that, it may be due to the evaporation rate of IPA and water. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: RDE Droplet Evaporation Concentrations 
 
What may be happening is that the isopropanol evaporates rapidly because it has a high 
vapor pressure and the bulk concentration is effectively zero, moving away quickly. If water cannot 
be moved as fast as isopropanol, then there may be issues with the ink drying process which 
ultimately affects the film’s uniformity. What is likely occurring is that water and isopropanol are 
diffusing differently from one another but when they are matched it shows better results. Figure 
4.1 displays the droplet on the RDE and describes what occurs when it goes from the liquid state 
to the vapor state. It shows the concentration of the solvent and the concentration of the bulk. 
Taking a closer look at the droplet shown in Figure 4.2, there is the H2O+IPA and there is the 
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evaporation for both. This shows that as the IPA goes out, there is a concentration of IPA at the 
bulk, IPA moves up and similarly water moves out. The key is to match the evaporation rate of the 
IPA and water so that the film dries uniformly. Issues arises if the IPA is moved faster than water. 
At this point decreasing the humidity is ideal because it begins to increase the removal rate of 
water from the ink droplet, which makes a better film. This particular area can be further expanded 
upon and some research can look into doing some physical models, describing the physics behind 
this occurrence. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: RDE Droplet Evaporation of H2O+IPA 
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